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We consider the firing squad synchronization problem for two-dimensionai 
arrays. Any finite connected nonempty subset of the rectangular g id is permitted 
as an array. Any position in an array is permitted as a position of the general. 
We construct (1) solutions to this problem having minimal firing time for 
arrays in some classes of arrays and (2) (for each K) a solution to this problem 
having a "linear" firing time for any array having not more than g edges. We also 
show an example of string-type arrays (that is, lines of breadth 1 without loops 
(the position of the general is one of the ends)) of length N whose minimal 
firing time is less than 2N -- 2. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The famous firing squad synchronization problem (Moore, 1964) has many 
variations. The problem with which this paper is concerned is one of them: 
the firing squad synchronization problem for two-dimensional rrays. Any finite 
connected nonempty subset (called afigure in this paper) of the rectangular grid 
is permitted as an array. Any position in an array is permitted as a position of the 
general. The existence of a solution to this problem was shown by Rosenstiehl 
(1966) and Rosenstiehl et al. (1972). In the present paper we consider the problem 
constructing solutions whose firing time is as small as possible for some special 
figures. 
The existence of a solution is essentially used throughout this paper. Therefore 
in Section 3 we briefly explain Rosenstiehl's idea (Rosenstiehl (1966)) to con- 
struct such a solution. In Section 4 we prove two basic theorems that are used 
throughout this paper. 
In Section 5 we define the classes Mstep, Meanal, K of figures and for each of 
these classes we construct a solution whose firing time is the best possible for 
figures in the class. The first class 214step is roughly the class of all figures F 
satisfying the conditions: (1) F contains exactly one left-down corner and it is 
the position of the general; (2)F  contains exactly one right-up corner; (3) we cart 
arrive at any cell starting from the left-down corner by properly proceeding up or 
to the right; (4) if we proceed up or to the right starting from a cell we eventually 
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arrive at the right=up corner irrespective of the starting cell and the way we 
proceed; (5) F contains no hole. Fig. 2(a) shows an example of figures in Mstep. 
The second class Meanal. K (K is a parameter) is roughly the class of all figures F 
satisfying the conditions: (1)-(4) (the same as above); (5) the number of the cells 
other than those cells forming lines of breadth 1 does not exceed K. Fig. 3 shows 
an example of figures in Meanala00 (the number of the hatched cells is 
21(4  100)). If a figure F in these classes has the width x o and the height Y0 it is 
easy to show that the firing time o fF  cannot be less than 2x0 q- 2y 0 --  4 for any 
solution. We construct asolution that fires at time 2x 0 q- 2y 0 --  4 forF. 
In Section 6 we consider the minimal firing time of the string-type figures, that 
is, lines of breadth 1 having no loop (the position of the general is one of the ends). 
The analogy with the Waksman's minimal time solution for the one-dimensional 
firing squad synchronization problem might suggest that the minimal firing time 
of these string-type figures is 2N -- 2, where PC" is the number of cells in the 
figure. However we show that this is not true. For example we construct a solu- 
tion whose firing time for the string-type figure in Fig. 5 is 36 (not 2N -- 2 = 
2 × 20- -2=38) .  
In Section 7 we consider the problem to construct solutions whose firing time 
increases in a linear function of k as we enlarge F by k for each figure F in a class 
M of figures. Such a solution is said to have a linear firing time for the class M. 
For each K we construct a solution having a linear firing time for the class of all 
figures having not more than K edges. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout his paper Z denotes the set of all integers. Two elements p ---- 
(x, y), p '=  (x', y')  of Z 2 are adjacent if x = x' and l Y--Y'I----1 or 
r x - -  x' I = 1 and y = y'. A path from p to p' is a sequence P0,Pl  ..... p~ of 
elements of Z ~ (n ~ 0) such that Po = P, Pn = P' and Pi ,  Pi+l are adjacent for 
each i, 0 ~ i < n. For each i, 0 ~ i ~ n, this path is a path through Pi .  The 
integer n is the length of this path. A subset F of Z ~ is connected if for any two 
elements p, p'  o fF  there is a path in F from p to p'. Afigure is a finite connected 
subset of Z '2 containing (0, 0). An element of a f igureF is called a cell ofF. A cell 
p'  = (x', y ' )  is to the right of (on, to the left of, or under, respectively) a cell 
p ~ (x, y), or in the 1-direction (2-direction, 3-direction, or 4-direction, respec- 
tively) of the cellp =(x ,y )  i fx '  =x+landy '  =y(x ' - - - -xandy '  =y+ 1, 
x' = x -- 1 and y '  = y, x' = x and y '  = y -- 1, respectively). The type of a 
cell of a figure is (a 1 , as, a 3 , aa), where a i is 1 or 0 according to whether or not 
the cell has another cell of the figure in the/-direction (1 ~-~ i ~ 4). A cell is 
a (b 1 , b~, b~, ba)-type cell (each b i is 0, 1, or x) if a i = b i for each i, 1 ~ i ~ 4 
such that b i ~ x, where (a 1 , a 2 , a~, a4) is the type of the cell. 
A cell structure _/1 is a sextuple (S,  se, sq, sg, s¢ , )t), where (1) S is a finite set 
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(of states), (2) s~ is an element (the external signal) not in S, (3) sq, s~, s I are 
different elements of S (the quiescent state, the "general" state, and the firing 
state, respectively), (4) A is a function from S × (Su  {se}) 4 to S (the transition 
function) such that A(sq, s 1 , s~, s~, s4) = sq if sl ,... , s 4 ~ {s~, s~}. 
Suppose that F is a figure and A = <S, so, sq, sg, s s , A) is a cell structure. 
Then a state s(p, t, F, A) is defined for each ceil p o fF  and a nonnegative integer 
(a time) by the following rules: (1) The state s(p, O,F, A) is s,j or sq according 
to whether or notp  = (0, 0). (2) The state s(p, t + 1,F, A) is A(s(p, t,F, A), 
sl, s2, ss, s~), where si = s( p', t, F, A) if p has a cell p' in the/-direction, and 
s~ = so if not. (Note that the cell (0, 0) is the position usually called the position 
of the general in the literature.) We call s(p, t,F, A) the state at time t 
of the cell p of the figure/; given the cell structure A, or simply the state of cell 
p at time t. If s(p, to, F, A) = sj and s(p, t, F, A) :/= s I for all t < t o then we say 
that the cell p fires at the time t o . A time t(F, A) is defined as follows. If all the 
cells fire at a time t o then t(F, A) is the time t o (it is uniquely determined and is 
called the firing time of F given A). I f  any cell does not fire at any time, then 
t(F, A) is defined to be the infinity ~.  Otherwise t(F, A) is undefined. 
For a class M of figures a cell structure A is a solution (of the firing squad 
synchronization problem) for the class M if t(F, A) is defined and is not oo for 
each F in M. A solution for the class of all figures is simply called a solution. In 
this paper we discuss the problems: (1) how to make the firing time of solutions 
small for the figures in a class M and (2) how- to make such a class large. 
3. THE ROSENSTIEHL'S gOLUTION 
The existence of a solution to the problem we are considering was shown by 
Rosenstiehl (1966) and Rosenstiehl et al. (1972). The firing time of the solution 
in Rosenstiehl (1966) is 4N --  6 and the firing time of the solution in Rosenstiehl 
et al. (1972) is 2N (N is the number of cells in the figure). In this section we 
briefly explain the idea that was used to construct he solution in Rosenstiehl 
(1966). Formally a cell is simply an element of Z ~. However in the present 
situation we identify a cell (x, y) with the square {(x', y')! I x' -- x I < 1/2, 
I Y' --  Y I < 1/2} in the plane. Four directions "right," "up," "left," and "down" 
are ~ven priorities in this order ("right" has the highest priority). In other 
words, the/-direction has a higher priority than the j-direction if 1 <~ i < j ~< 4. 
Suppose that a figure F containing N cells (N ~ 2) has been given. Starting 
from the cell (0, 0) we travel through the figure F by the following rules. 
(1) Letp  be the cell (0, 0). Go to (2). 
(2) See whether p has an adjacent cell which has not been visited. If p 
has none, go to (3). Otherwise we select one of such adjacent cells. If there are 
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more than one such adjacent cells, we select he one whose direction from p has 
the highest priority. Let p be the selected cell. We proceed to p and go to (2). 
(3) Letp l  ,..., p~ be the adjacent cells ofp from which we have proceeded 
to p. Then there exists exactly one Pi to which we have not proceeded. Ifpi is the 
cell (0, 0) and the cell (0, 0) has no adjacent cell which has not been visited, stop 
traveling. Otherwise let p be this cell Pi. We proceed to p and go to (2). 
This travel defines a directed line starting at the cell (0, 0) and ending at a cell 
adjacent to the cell (0, 0). In Fig. 1 we show this line for an example figure. This 
line is divided into 2N -- 2 small segments by the boundaries of the cells (the 
small arrows in Fig. 1). We select one point on each of these segments (the dots on 
,q 
"! I 
--o- 
FIG. 1. The traveling route in Rosenstiehl's solution. 
the arrows in Fig. 1). Then we obtain a linear array of 2N -- 2 points. I f  the 
Waksman's optimal time solution for the usual one-dimensional firing squad 
synchronization problem (Waksman, 1966) is applied to this array of 2N -- 2 
points, all the points will fire at time 2(2N - 2) -- 2 = 4N -- 6. 
The determination of the travel route can be performed by the array. Once the 
route has been determined on ti~e array the simulation of the Waksman's solution 
on the linear array of 2N -- 2 points can be performed by the array because at 
most 4 points are in one cell and adjacent points are in adjacent cells. However 
these two computations (the determination o1 the route and the simulation of the 
Waksman's olution) can be performed by the array simultaneously. This is 
because (i) the point of the linear array acting as the general in the simulation is in 
the cell (0, 0), (ii) if the position of one of the 2N -- 2 points has not been deter- 
mined on the array it must be in the quiescent state in the simulation. 
Thus if we can start both of these two computations at a time t o then all the 
2N -- 2 points, arid consequently all the N cells of the figure F will fire at time 
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t o q- (4N -- 6). It is not difficult to design the cell structure so that t o = 1. I f  
we want t o to be 0 one difficulty arises. This is because in the transition of the 
states from time 0 to 1 a cell adjacent to the cell (0, 0) has no information about 
the boundary condition of the cell (0, 0)(that is, for each of the four directions 
whether or not the cell (0, 0) has an adjacent cell in the direction), and hence the 
cell does not know whether or not the route comes to it. However this difficulty is 
solved by performing 15 (= 24 -- 1) pairs of computations in parallel, each 
corresponding to one of the 15 possible boundary conditions of the cell (0, 0), 
and later selecting the correct one. Thus we can construct a solution whose 
firing time is 4N -- 6 for N >~ 2. It is easy to modify the solution to obtain a 
solution whose firing time is i for N ~ 1. 
The solution in Rosenstiehl et al. (1972) uses a more ingenious construction. 
Its firing time is 2N for N >~ 2 and 1 for N = 1. 
4. SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON MINIMAL TIME SOLUTIONS 
For a figure F let train(F) denote the minimal firing time of F given a cell 
structure .d, where A ranges over all solutions. Formally stated, t ra in(F)= 
min{t(F, A)I A is a solution}. The time train(F) is a well-defined integer because 
there is at least one solution. The firing time of the Rosenstiehl's solution shows 
that train(F) = 1 for N ~ 1 and train(F) ~-~ 2N for N >/2, where N is the 
number of cells ofF. 
For a class M of figures a solution A is optimal for 1]//if t(Jg; A) = train(F) 
for any F in M, or equivalently t(F, A) <~ t(F, d') for any F in M and 
any solution A'. 
The most fundamental open problem concerning optimality is to discover if 
there is a solution optimal for the class of all figures. If there is not such a solution 
then for any solution A there is another solution _d' and a figure F such that 
t(F, A') < t(F, d). However this statement implies that for any solution A there 
is another solution A" such that t(F, A') ~ t(F, A) for any F and t(F, A") < 
t(F, A) for at least oneF  (A" simulates both of A, A' in parallel and fires when at 
least one of them fires). Thus we have a kind of "speed-up" phenomenon. 
Another interesting open problem is whether or not train(F) is a computable 
function. I f  there is a solution for the class of all figures then this function is of 
course computable. 
In the following two sections we consider the problem of constructing solu- 
tions that are optimal for some classes of figures. In the remainder of this section 
we give two theorems that are useful for the construction of such solutions. 
Theorem 1 is used to obtain lower bounds for firing time. This is simply a 
formalized statement of the well-known technique that has been used repeatedly 
in the literature (for example, Shinahr, 1974). 
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Note that in Section 2 we defined the length of a path P0, Pl ,.'., Pn to be the 
integer n. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that 
(1) M is a class of figures, 
(2) S is a figure in M, 
(3) P, 9, and R are mutually disjoint subsets of Z 2 such that 
(3.1) (2 is nonempty, 
(3.2) s = P u 9,  
(3.3) no cell of P is adjacent o a cell of R, 
(3.4) for any p, p' in F one of the minimal ength paths from p to p' in 
FUR is inF ,  
(3.5) F u R is a figure in M, 
(4) a, b are cells in F, F U R, respectively, such that, if L o = rain{length of 
c~ 1 a is a path from (0, O) to a in S through a cell in 9}, L1 -~ min{length of c~ t o~ is 
apath from (0, O) to b ins  u R}, thenL 1 <Lo . 
Then t(F, A) >ILl for any solution A for M. 
Proof. Suppose that A = (S, so , sq , G , sl , A) is a solution for M. The 
following two statements are easily shown. 
(i) I f  p ~ P and s(p, t, F, A) v ~ s( p, t, F • R, A) then, for some p'  that is 
adjacent o p and some t' ~ t, s( p', t', F, A)  ~ s( p', t', S u R, A). (Note that 
such p'  must be in F because of (3.3).) 
(ii) I f  p ~ S (or S U R) and s(p, t, F, A) :# s~ (or s(p, t, F u R, .//) :# sq, 
respectively) then either p --  (0, 0) or, for some p'  in F (or F U R, respectively) 
that is adjacent top  and some t' .< t, s( p', t', F, A) ~ sq (or s( p', t', F U R, A) 
sq, respectively). 
Suppose that t o = t(F, A) ~ 1.1 . By the definition of to, s(a, to, F, A) • s¢. 
However the length of any path in F u R from (0, 0) to b is more than t o because 
L 1 is the minimum of such lengths and t o < L 1 . Hence s(b, t o , F U R, A) ~ sf . 
This implies s(a, to, F u R, .4) ~ s s because _/I is a solution for M and F U R is 
in M. Hence by (i) there are a path Po (---- a), Pl ,..., Pu (~ 9)  and times t o > 
t 1 > .'. > t u such thatp i~Pfor  eachi ,  0 ~ i  < u, ands(p  i ,  t~ ,F ,  A) v ~ 
s(p~, t~, F tj  R, A) for each i, 0 ~ i ~. u (u may be 0). In particular at least one 
of s(pu , t~ , F, A) and s(p~ , t u , F u R, A) is not sq . By (ii) there are a path 
Pu, Pu+l ,--., Pu+v (~ (0, 0)) ins  (orF  t3 R) and times t~ > tu+ 1 > "'" > t~+, >/0  
such that s(pu+~, tu+~", F  -//) v6 sq (or s(pu+~., tu+~, F w R, A) ~ sq, respectively) 
for each j, 0 ~ j ~ v (v may be 0). The sequencepu+v, Pu+~-I ,..., P~ ,..-, Po is a 
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path of length u ~- v from (0, 0) to a through the cellp~ (e Q) inF  k3 R. Hence by 
(3.4) there is a path inF  from (0, 0) to a through a cell in Q whose length does not 
exceed u @ v. Hence u ~- v ~ L 0 by the definition of L 0 . On the other hand 
t o > "- > t, > "- > t,+~ ~ 0 implies t o /> u @ v. Hence we have a con- 
tradiction L 0 >/L  1 > t o >/u  + v >/L  0. Q.E.D. 
We show two examples of the application of Theorem 1. It is well known that 
if A is a solution for the class of all figures of the form FN = {(x, 0)! 
0 ~<x ~<N- -1}  (N>~2)  then t (FN,A)  >~2N- -2 .  This follows from 
Theorem 1 by setting P = {(x, 0)1 0 ~< x ~< N -- 2}, Q = {(N- -  1, 0)}, R = 
{(x, 0) IN~<x~<ZN- -2} ,a=(0 ,0 ) ,b=- (2N- -2 ,0 ) ,L  0=L1 =2N- -2 .  
Shinahr has shown that if A is a solution for the class of all rectangles of the 
formFM, u -~- {(x, y)[ 0 ~-~ x ~-~ M -- 1, 0 4Y  ~ IV - -  1}(M >/1, N /> 1, and 
either M >~ 2 or N >~ 2) then t(FM,N, A) >/- M -F- N -}- max(M, N) --  3 (Shinahr, 
1974). This follows from Theorem 1 by setting, for the case M >~ N, P = 
{(x,y)[ 0 ~<x ~ M- -  2,0 ~<y ~<N- -  1},Q ={(M- -  1, y)l 0 <~y <~ N- -  1}, 
R ={(x ,y ) l  M~< x ~ 2M- -  2 ,0  ~y  ~ N- -  1},a = (0, N - -1 ) ,b  = 
(2M- -  2, N -- 1),L 0 =L1  = 2M-k  N- -  3. 
Theorem 2 is used to reduce the construction of a solution to the construction 
of some simpler cell structures called pseudosolutions. 
A cell structure A is a pseudosolution if t(F, A) is defined (that is, t(F, A) is 
either an integer or oo) for all F. In this case {F I t(F, A) =/= m} is called the 
domain of A. A speudosolution having M as its domain and a solution for M 
must be clearly distinguished. For a figure out of M, the former must not fire 
at any cell and any time, but there is no restriction for the latter. 
THEOREM 2. I f  A z ,..., A,~ are pseudosolutions then there exists a pseudosolution 
A such that t(F, A) = min{t(F, A1), ..., t(F, Am))for all F. (Here we assume 
oo <~ 0% t < oo for any integer t.) 
Proof. Let A simulate 31 ..... A~, in parallel and fire when at least one of 
them fires. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1. I f  31 ,..., A,~ are pseudosolutions then there is a solution 3 such 
that t(F, A) ~ t(F, _di) for any F and i, 1 <~ i ~ m. 
COROLLARY 2. I f  there is a pseudosolution A such that t(F, A) = train(F)for 
any F in M then there is a solution optimal for M. 
COROLLARY 3. I f  there is a solution optimal for .Mifor each i, 1 <~ i <~ m, then 
there is a solution optimal for M 1 u "" u 3/I,~ . 
COROLLARY 4. I f  M is finite then there is a solution optimal for M. 
(This does not mean that such a solution can be effectively obtained from M.) 
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5. SOLUTIONS OPTIMAL FOR SOME CLASSES OF FIGURES 
In this section we construct solutions that are optimal for some classes of 
figures. 
For these constructions it is convenient o extend the definition of a cell 
cell structure A -~ (S ,  s~, s~, sg, s l ,  •) so that the value A(s, s 1 , s2, s a , sa) of the 
transition function A depends not only on s, s I , s~, sa, s 4 but also on the type of 
the adjacent cell in the/-direction for each i, 1 ~ i ~< 4, such that si is neither 
s~, sq, nor sg. Formally the transition function of such an extended cell structure 
is a function from S X (S U {s,}) 4 X ({0, 1} ~ td {~-0})4 to S, where ~.0 is a fixed 
element not in {0, 1} ~. The definition of states s(p, t, F,  A )  for an extended cell 
structure such as A = (S ,  s, , sq , s o , s I , ~) is the same as before except hat 
s(p, t + 1, F, A) = ;~(s(p, t, F ,  A), s 1 ,..., s4, ~1 ,..-, T4) where "r i is r ° if si is s~, 
Sq , or sg and the type of the adjacent cell of p in the/-direction otherwise (the 
meaning of si is the same as before). It is very easy to show that for any such an 
extended cell structure A there is a cell structure A'  such that t(F, A )  = t(F, A ' )  
for any F. Thus in order to construct a solution optimal for M,  it suffices to 
construct an extended cell structure that is a solution optimal for M. 
In actually designing a cell structure, we regard the given figure as a plane 
where signals are generated, propagate, and vanish. A signal may carry auxiliary 
information with it if the number of such informations is finite. Instead of 
formally defining cell structures we give the conditions under which signals are 
generated, propagate, and vanish. These conditions must be such that the formal 
definition of the cell structure can be easily obtained from them. 
One subtle problem arises from this requirement. Suppose, for example, that 
we want to generate a signal at the cell (0, 0) at time 0 and let it proceed to the 
right or to the top at time 1 according to whether the cell (0, 0) is a (1, x, x, x)- 
type cell or a (0, 1, x, x)-type cell. The cell (0, 1) cannot decide the type of the cell 
(0, 0) at time 0 even if an extended cell structure is used. Consequently the cell 
(0, 1) cannot decide whether the signal at the cell (0, 0) at time 0 proceeds to it 
or not at time 1. Hence the above conditions cannot be translated into a formal 
definition of the transition function of an (extended) cell structure. We must be 
careful in stating conditions under which a signal generated at the cell (0, 0) at 
time 0 vanishes or proceeds to some adjacent cells. 
Next we explain how a solution that is optimal for a class M is constructed. 
The solution is constructed in two steps. In Step 1, we show that a function h(F)  
is a lower bound of tmin(F) for F in M. In this step Theorem 1 is used. In Step 2 
a solution A such that t(F, A) = h(F) for any F in M is constructed. The Step 2 
is divided into the substeps. In Step 2.1 the class M is expressed as the union 
M 1 k3 "-- U M~ of a finite number of subclasses M i . Each Mi  must be such that 
the type of the cell (0, 0) of anyF in M i is a fixed type T i . In Step 2.2 we construct 
a pseudosolution A i' such that t(F, A i '  ) = h(F)  for any F in Mi .  Then using 
Theorem 2 we can easily construct the desired A of Step 2. 
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Step 2.2 for each ?d i is further reduced to the construction of three cell struc- 
tures A1, A2, Aa satisfying the following conditions. Here ]71 and Y2 (yes 
signals) are special signals used by A 1 and A s , respectively, andF  is a figure that 
is given to these cell structures A t , A s , A a . 
Condition.s for A 1 . (1.1) I f  the type of the cell (0, 0) of F is not ri then Y1 
is never generated. 
(1.2) I f F  is in Mi then each cell receives Y1 at a time t ~ h(F). 
Conditions for A s . (2.1) If the type of the cell (0, 0) o fF  is ri andF  is not 
in Y/i then Y2 is never generated. 
(2.2) I f F  is in Mi then each cell receives Y2 at a time t <~ h(F). 
Condition for A a . (3) A a is a solution for M i with the firing time h(F) for 
each F in M i .  
Suppose that A 1 , A s , A a have been constructed. Let di' be the cell structure 
that simulates all of d l ,  A2, A a in parallel and fires at t if (i) in A s part Y1 has 
appeared at a time t' <~ t, (ii) in A s part Y2 has appeared at a time t" <~ t and 
(iii) Aa fires at t. Then Ai' is obviously the desired pseudosolution of Step 2.2 for 
Mi. 
Moreover d 1 is constructed as follows. A signal I/1' is generated at the cell 
(0, 0) at time 0. It turns into Y1 or vanishes at time 1 according to whether or not 
the type of the cell (0, 0) is r~. The signal YI ,  once generated, propagates to all 
the cells as fast as possible. Thus the conditions for A 1 will be satisfied i fLe  _ 
1 <~ h(F) for each F in Mi,  where L e is max{the minimal time for a signal to 
propagate from (0, 0) to p [ p ~ F}. 
Now we define three classes Msing, Mstep, and Meanal, K and construct 
solutions optimal for these classes. The first class Msjng is stated here only for 
completeness. 
( l) ;]//sing- This is the class {Fsing}, where Fsing = {(0, 0)}. It is obvious 
that tmin(Fsing) = 1 and a solution that is optimal for Msing is easily con- 
structed. 
(2) ?v/step. This class is the set of all figures other than Fsing of the form 
{(x, Y)I 0 ~ x <~ x 0 - -  1,f(x) ~< y ~< g(x)}, where 1 <~ x o ,f, g are nondecreasing 
functions such that f(x) ~ g(x) for all x, 0 ~< x ~< x 0 - -  1, and f(0) = 0. 
Throughout his subsection let x 0 , f, g denote the number and the functions 
satisfying the above conditions for the figure F in Mstep under consideration, 
and le ty  o denote g(x o - -  1) + 1. 
Using Theorem 1 we can easily show that train(F) ~> 2x 0 -5 2y o - -  4 for F in 
Mstep. Titus it suffices to construct a solution A such that t(F, A )= 
2Xo -~- 2yo - -  4 for any F in Mstev • 
The class 21gstep is divided into three subclasses Ms~ep.~, with r ~{(1, 0, 
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0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0, 0)}. The subclass Mstep,~ is the class of all figures in 
Ms~ep having ~- as their type of cell (0, 0). We construct a pseudosolution A~' 
such that t(F, A~') ~- 2x 0 + 2y o -- 4 for a l lF in Mstep,~ • Suppose that one of the 
three types r is fixed. We will simply write M '  instead of Mstep,~ • 
It remains to construct three cell structures A 1 , A 2 , A~ satisfying the previ- 
ously given conditions (1.1), (1.2), (2.1), (2.2), and (3) with h(F) ~- 2x 0 + 2yo--4. 
In order to construct A 1 it is sufficient o show Lr  + 1 ~ h(F) for each F in 
M '  where L F is max (the minimal time for a signal to propagate from (0, 0) to 
P IP  ~F}. However this is evident because Le + 1 z (x 0 -[- Y0 -- 2) + 1 
Xo -[- Y0 --  1 ~ 2x 0 + 2y o --  4 : h(F)(x o : Y0 ~ 1 is impossible because 
Fsing ~ M'). 
The cell structure A S must check whether the given figure F is in M '  or not 
under the assumption that the type of the cell (0, O) is ~-. Under this assumption 
F is in M '  if and only if the following four conditions hold: (i) while a signal D 
generated at the cell (0, O) at time 0 proceeds along the boundary in the counter- 
clockwise direction until it arrives at a (0, O, x, x)-type cell p', it never proceeds 
down; (ii) while a signal U generated at the cell (0, O) at time 0 proceeds along the 
boundary in the clockwise direction until it arrives at a (0, O, x, x)-type cell p", 
it never proceeds to the left; (iii) the two cells p', p" are the same; (iv) there is no 
hole. 
It is not difficult to construct a cell structure such that both D, and U are at 
p'  (~  p") at time x o + Y0 -- 2 if conditions (i)-(iii) are satisfied, and it does not 
happen that both D and U are at a (0, 0, x, x)-type cell at any time otherwise. 
To check condition (iv) an auxiliary signal A is generated at an (x, x, x, 0)- 
type cellp at a time when D is atp (consequently A is at the cell (0, 0) at time 0). 
Each signal A proceeds up as far as possible. Moreover U at a cell p at a time t 
proceeds to the right only when A is also atp at that time. With this modification, 
all of D, U, A are at p'  (=  p") at time x 0 + Y0 -- 2 if all of conditions (i)-(iv) are 
satisfied, and it does not happen that all D, U, and A are at a (0, 0, x, x)-type cell 
at any time otherwise. Suppose that the signal Y~ is generated at a (0, 0, x, x)- 
type cell p at a time t when all D, U, and A are at p, and the signal Y~, once 
generated propagates to all the cells as fast as possible. Then the conditions (2.1), 
(2.2) for A S are satisfied. In Fig. 2 we illustrate the generation and the propaga- 
tion of signals for some example figures (we assume that ~ = (1, 1, 0, 0)). The 
propagation of Y2 is not shown. Lines entering asignal from the left or the bottom 
indicate the signals that generated it. In (a) the figure is in M'.  In (b), (c), (d), (e) 
the figures fail to satisfy conditions (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), respectively. 
Finally we show how to construct Aa. Let A'  = (S, s~, sq, sg, s s , A') be the 
Waksman's olution for the class of all figures of the form F N -~ {(x, 0)] 0 
x ~ N -- 1}(N >/2) with a firing time of 2N -- 2. 
Suppose thatF  is a given figure in M'.  Then for each (x, y) ~F, 0 ~ x + y 
xo+Yo- -2 -  Moreover x 0+y0-  1 ~2.  Hence we can define a mapping 
from F to F~o+%_ 1 by f ( (x ,  y)) = x + y. I f  p' is to the left of or under p then 
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FIG. 2. The behavior of the solution optimal for Mstep • 
f (p ' )  is to the left of f (p) .  I fp '  is to the right of or onp thenf (p ' )  is to the right 
of f (p) .  I fp  is an (x, x, 0, 0)-type cell thenf (p )  = (0, 0)(the leftmost cell). I fp  
is a (0, 0, x, x)-type cell thenf (p)  = (x0 + Y0 -- 2, 0) (the rightmost cell). Based 
on these considerations we will design ~/3 so thatF  that is given A~ will simulate 
F%+%_ 1 that is given A' identifying p in F with f (p )  in F%+%_ 1 . To do so it 
suffices to define A by A(s, s 1 , %, st, s~) = A'(s, s', s~, s", st) where 
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s' =s  1 if s~ :/=s~, 
=s  2 if Sl-----Se and 
=se  if sl =s2=s~,  
s"=s  a i f  s3v  ~se ,  
= s 4 i f  s 3 = s~ and 
=Se if s3=s~:Se ,  
$2 @ Se , 
S 4 @ Se 
and take the cell structure (S, s e , sq, sg, sf, ~) as the desired A 3 . The firing 
time of F given A3 is the same as the firing time of F~o+%_ 1 given A', that is, 
2(Xo + Yo --  1) - -  2 = 2x o + 2yo --  4 = h(F). Thus condition (3) for A 3 is 
satisfied. 
Squares FN = {(x, y)] 0 ~< x, y <~ N-  1}(N >/2)  and rectangles FM, N = 
{(x,y)[ 0 ~< x ~< M - -  1, 0 ~<y ~< N --  1} (M ~> 1, N >~ 1, and M >~ 2 or 
N /> 2) are in Mstep • It is interesting to compare our result with Shinahr's 
(Shinahr, 1974). He has shown that: (1) the minimal firing time of Fu for solutions 
for the class of all squares is 2N --  2; (2) the minimal firing time Of FN for solu- 
tions for the class of all rectangles is 3N - -  3. Our result shows that: (3) the 
minimal firing time of FN for solutions (for the class of all figures) is 4N --  4. 
Shinahr has also shown that: (4) the minimal firing time OfFM, N for solutions for 
the class of all rectangles is M @ N + max(M, N)  - -  3. Our result shows that: 
(5) the minimal firing time of F~,N for solutions (for the class of all figures) 
is 2M + 2N --  4. 
(3) MeanaLK. The parameter K is a positive integer. This class is the set 
of all figures F other than Fsmg satisfying the following conditions: (1)F contains 
one special cell (x 0 --  1, Y0 --  1); (2) we can arrive at any cell starting from (0, 0) 
by properly procedding up or to the right; (3) if we proceed up or to the right 
starting from any cell, we eventually arrive at (x o --  1, Y0 --  1) irrespective of 
the starting cell and the way we proceed; (4) the number of the cells having 
types other than (0, 1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 0)(called node cells) does not exceed K. 
Fig. 3 shows a figure in Me~l,100 . The hatched cells are node cells. The 
figure will not be in Meana1.100 if any of the parts in the dotted line are added. 
The following information is called the canal-type ofF  in Meanal, K : (1) the 
number n of node cells Pa ,..., Pn ; (2) for each i, 1 ~< i ~< n, the type of the node 
cellpi ; (3) for each i, 1 ~ i ~< n, such that the node cell pi is a (1, x, x, x)-type 
cell, the number j of the node cell pj at which we arrive for the first time when we 
proceed to the right fromp~ ; (4) similarly for each (x, 1, X, x)-type node cell (we 
proceed up). Two canal-types differing only in their numbering of node cells 
are identified. 
Throughout this subsection let xo, Y0 denote the numbers satisfying con- 
ditions (1)-(4) for the f igureF in Meanal.x under consideration. 
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FIG. 3. A f igure in  McanaL100 - 
Using Theorem 1 we can easily show that train(F) ~ 2x o ~- 2y 0 --  4 for F 
in Meanal,~C. Thus it suffices to construct a solution d such that t(F, A) = 
2Xo + 2yo -- 4 for any F in Meanal, K . 
For each K the number of different canal-types of figures in Meanal,K is finite. 
Moreover we can effectively list all of these canal-types from any given K. 
This is because (1) for any F in Meanai, K there is a figure in Meanal,K that is a 
subset of {(x, Y)I 0 ~ x, y ~< 2K --  2} and has the same canal-type as F, and (2) 
for any two figures we can effectively decide whether they have a same canal- 
type or not. 
For each canal-type a and each type r e {(1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0, 0)} 
let Meanal, K.... be the class of all figures in Meanai,/~ having a as its canal-type 
and r as the type of the cell (0, 0). We construct a pseudosolution _d<,,, such that 
i 
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' I t 
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[ / / 
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FIG. 4. The  behav ior  of 2t= for a class iV/o~nai,K,~, ~. 
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t(F, Ao,~) = 2x 0 + 2y0 -- 4 for all F in Mcanal. K .... . This construction is the 
same as for Mstep,, except for the construction of A s . 
The construction of A 2 is based on the same idea as for the case Mstep,~. 
Hence we only illustrate the generation and the propagation of signals for one 
example figure of Mcanal,K in Fig. 4. The signal A is generated at the cell (0, 0) 
at time 0. A signal with a prime, for example A', is used to search the first node 
cell to the right of the node cell at which the signal without a prime is generated. 
This situation is similar for signals with double primes (the search is to the top). 
The signal Q plays the role of the signal Y2- 
6. MINIMAL FIRING TIME FOR SOME STRING-TYPE FIGURES 
Let 2Vlstr be the class of all figures F other than Fsing satisfying the conditions: 
(1) F consists of N cells Pl (=  (0, 0)), p~ ,..., PN ( N >~ 2) and Pi and Pi+~ are adja- 
cent for each i, 1 ~< i < N; (2) an -1- ai2 @ ai3 -t- a~ is 2 or 1 whether or not 
2 ~< i ~< N -- 1, where (ail, ai2, ai3, ai4) is the type ofp i .  
Throughout his section Pa .... ,PN, N denote the cells and the number of 
cells satisfying (1) and (2) for the figure F in Mstr under consideration. 
The analogy with the Waksman's minimal time solution for the one-dimen- 
sional firing squad synchronization problem might suggest rain(F) ~ 2N -- 2 
for all F in Mstr • In fact it is not difficult to construct a solution A such that 
t(F, A) = 2N -- 2 for all F in Mstr. Thus train(F) ~ 2N --  2 for all F in Mstr. 
Moreover if a figure F -= { Pl ,..., PN} in Mstr is contained in a longer figure 
F = { Pl .... , PN, PN+I,..., P2N-1} in Mstr, then Theorem 1 implies that tmin(F ) 
2N --  2. Hence in such a case we have tmin(F) ~ 2N -- 2. Informally stated, if 
the cell PN is not "surrounded" by a subsequence Pl ,  P~ ,..., Pi of the remaining 
cells (i ~< N- -1 )  then train(F)= 2N- -2 .  However if the cell PN is 
"surrounded" then it happens that tmin(F) < 2N -- 2. 
Let F ---- { Px ,..., p~,T} be a figure in Mstr • We will show one method to con- 
struct a pseudosolution A~ having F in its domain. For some F we have t(F, 
At) < 2N --  2. 
For each i, 1 ~< i ~< N, let Mi be the set of all figures F '  such that { Pl .... , Pi} 
is a subset o fF '  and the type ofp~ inF  is the same as inF '  for each j, 1 ~< j ~< i. 
Note that Mi contains F and MN = {F}. Let i 1 be the minimum value of i such 
that Ms is finite. We will call i 1 the critical cell o fF  (for the construction of AF). 
Let tprop be max{the minimal time for a signal to propagate from Pi~ to p [ 
F' ~ Mq , p eF '  --  {Pl , Pe ,..., Pi~-a}}. In Fig. 5 we give an example of figures in 
Mstr • In this example the critical cell is P19, 2!//19 is the class of all figures F '  
such that {pa ,...,P19, Pc0} CF '  C{p~ ,..., Pa9 ,P20, qa, q2, q3, q4}, and tprop is 4. 
Let h(F') be the constant max{/1 @ tprop, 2il --  2} for any F '  in Mq.  The 
pseudosolution A e we construct has Mi~ as its domain and t(F', Av) ~- h(F') for 
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any F '  in Mit. The construction is by the method explained in the previous 
section. 
The construction of A t explained there applies for this class Mil and the 
firing time h because L~, ~ (i 1 --  1) + tprop and consequently L r, + 1 <~ 
i 1 + tprop ~< h(F') for each F' in Mq,  where LF, is max{the minimal time for a 
signal to propagate from (0, 0) to p I P ~F'}. 
The cell structure A~ must check whether or not the given figure F '  is in Mit 
under the assumption that the type of the cell (0, 0) is the same as in F. We use i t 
signals T 1 .... , Tit. The signal T 1 is generated at (0, 0) at time g. The signal 
I 
1:)16 P15 Plz, P13 P12iPll 
P17 PIO 
q -- - I - - - - -4  q!!q2] 
i ........ P7 
P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 . . . . .  ~" 
I 
1 
I 
FIG. 5. A figure in Mstr • 
Tj+ 1 appears at a cell at a time t q- 1 only if the type of the cell is the same as the 
type ofpj-+l inF  and at time t the signal T~ is at the adjacent cell in the direction 
in whichp~+l has the adjacent cellpj (1 ~ j  </1). Then Tit appears if and only if 
the given figure F '  is in Mit. Moreover if Tit appears the cell is pi t and the time 
is i 1 --  1. The signal Tit , once generated, propagates to all the cells as fast as 
possible. It arrives at cells in { Pq-1 ,..., Pl} at a time t ~ (/1 --  1) q- (i 1 --  1) = 
2i 1 -- 2 ~ h(F'). It arrives at cells inF '  --  {Pl ,...,Plwl} at a time t ~ (il - -  1) + 
tprop < i 1 + tprop ~ h(F'). Thus conditions (2.1), (2.2) for A 2 are satisfied if we 
take Til as the signal Y2. 
All we require for A 3 is that it is a solution (not a pseudosolution) for Mil with 
firing time of h(F'). Suppose temporarily that a cell structure can contain any one 
of the infinitely many signals To, 7' 1 ,.... The signal T O is generated at (0, 0) at 
time 0. A signal Ti proceeds to its adjacent cells with its index i increased by one. 
I f  more than one signal Ti arrives at a cell at possibly different imes, all except 
the first one are neglected. It follows that, if t~ is the minimal time for a signal to 
propagate from (0, 0) to a cell p in the given figure, then the signal T~ appears 
at p at time t~. I f  the given figure F' is in M% then t~ ~< (i 1 -- l) ~- tprop < 
643]34]3-z 
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/1 + tprop ~ h(F') and consequently each cell receives a signal T, at time t 
h(F') = max{i 1+ tprop, 2i 1 --  2}. From these considerations we construct A 3 
as followsi It uses finitely many signals TO, T1 ,..., T~, where u = max{i 1 + 
tprop, 2 / l -  2}. The conditions in which they are generated are as shown above. 
I f  a cell receives a signal T, then it counts u --  t times and then fires. It  is evident 
that condition (3) for A3 is satisfied. 
For example F in Fig. 5 h(F') = max{i~ + tprop, 2il - -  2} ~ max{19 + 4, 
2 × 19 - -2}  ~ 36 for any F '  in M19. Moreover Theorem 1 shows train(F) ~ 36 
by taking P={p~ .... ,P~s}, Q={Pxg,P20},  R={(x ,  2)[ - -18 ~< x ~< 1}, 
a = (0, 0), b = (--18, 2),L o -----L 1 = 36. Thus train(F) = 36. Th isF i s  an example 
of figures in Mstr such that train(F) < 2N --  2, because train(F) = 36 < 38 = 
2 ×20- -2=2N- -2 .  ! 
7. SOLUTIONS HAVING LINEAR FIRING TIMES FOR SOME CLASSES OF FIGURES 
The firing time 2N of Rosenstiehl's solution is proportional to the area of the 
figure. On the other hand the solutions optimal for Mstep and Mcanal,K have 
firing time 2x 0 + 2y 0 - -  4 for the figures in these classes, where Xo, Yo are the 
width and the height of the given figure. This firing time grows in proportion to 
the (one-dimensional) size of the figure when the figure is enlarged. Hence this 
firing time may be said to be "linear". 
In this section we construct solutions whose firing times are "linear" in this 
sense for figures in some classes although the solutions are not optimal for these 
classes. 
A corner condition is an element C = (q ,  Q) of {0, 1} 2. The figure obtained 
by enlarging a figure F by k with a corner condition C ~ (Q, c2) is defined as 
follows (k >/ 1). Intuitively this is the figure obtained from F by replacing each 
cell o f f  by k 2 cells arranged in a square. The corner condition C specifies which 
cell among the k 2 cells resulting from the cell (0, 0) is to be the new (0, 0) cell. 
It  is the right-up, right-down, left-up, left-down cell among these k 2 cells 
according to whether C is (1, 1), (1, 0), (0, 1), or (0, 0), respectively. This figure 
is denoted by kF(C). Formally defined, kF(C) ~ {(kx + x" -- (k -- 1) cl , 
ky 4-y'  -- (k -- 1) q)l (x,y) ~F, 0 <~ x' ,y '  <~ k 7 1}. 
Let A be a solution and M be a class of figures. The solution A is said to have 
a linear firing time for M if for any F in M and any corner Condition C there 
exist integers k o (~> 1), a, b such that for all k ) ko, if hF(C) is in M then 
t(kF(C), A) = ak -~ b. In this precise sense the solutions optimal for 2dstep and 
Mcanal, K have linear firing times for these classes. Note that these classes are not 
closed under the operation of enlargement with a corner condition other than 
(0, 0). Hence the phrase " i fkF(C) is in M" is essentially used: 
Let MK be the class of all figures having not more than K edges. The parameter 
K is an even integer not less than 4. Figures with holes are not excluded, but 
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the edges forming holes are also counted. In the remainder of this section we 
show that for any K there is a solution having a linear firing time for MK. 
A section of a figure F is a subset o f f  of the form Q(xo, xl,  y) = {(x, y)] xo ~< 
x <~ xl} with x o <~ x 1 , (x 0 --  1, y) q! F, (x 1 @ 1, y) ~ F. A component of F is the 
union R(xo, xl, Yo, Yl) of a set of sections of the form {Q(x0, Xl, y) l Y0 ~< Y "~< Yl} 
such that Yo ~ Yl, Q(xo, xl, y0 - 1) and Q(xo, xl, yl + 1) are not sections. Each 
component is a rectangle. A component R(xo', xl', Yo', Yl') is under another 
component R(xo , xl , Yo, YO if yl '  + 1 = Yo and (x Ix o' <~ x <~ xl' } c~ {X i Xo <~ 
x ~ xl} is not empty. 
The following information is called the figure-type ofF: (1) the number n of 
components R 1 .... , R~ ; (2) for each i, 1 ~ i ~ n, the sequence i 1 .... , i***i such 
that Rq ,..., R i~ are all the components under R i and R~j is to the left of Ri~+l 
(I ~ j  ~ mi); (3) for each i and i 5 (1 ~ j  ~ mi), the relative relation of the left 
edges of R i and Rij (i.e., "to the left of," "to the right of," or "at the same 
position as"), and similarly for right edges; (4) the number i of the component 
R i containing (0, 0). Two figure-types differing only in their numbering of 
components are identified. The figure-type of a figure in M K is simply called a 
figure-type of MK. 
For each K the number of different figure-types of MK is finite. Moreover we 
can effectively list all of these figure,types from the given K. This is shown by a 
method similar to that used for the case of the canal-type in Section 5. Only the 
following additional fact is used for the present case: the number of components 
of a figure in Mic does not exceed L_(3/4) K -- 2~(~_x_j is the largest integer 
not exceeding x). This is obtained from the following easily provable facts: 
(1) I f F  c Mr" and F has no hole, then the number of components o fF  does not 
exceed K'/2 -- 1; (2) I f F  c M K, then the number of holes in F does not exceed 
[_ K'/4 -- 1 ~ ; (3) If there is a figure in MK, having r components and p holes 
(p >~ 1) then there is a figure in ~I/IK,+~ having r components and p --  1 holes. 
The upper bound / (3 /4)  K --  2_] is the best possible (a rectangle having 
I(/4 --  1 rectangle holes (for K --= 0 (rood 4)) or a rectangle having (K --  2)/4 --  2 
rectangle holes and one L-shaped hole (for K ~ 2 (rood 4)) attaining this upper 
bound exist.) 
For each figure-type ~- of ~/K, let 2F/K, . be the set of all figures in IF/K having ~- 
as their figure-types. The class M K is the union of these mutually disjoint classes 
~IK,~. For anyF  in MK,,, h ~ 1, and a corner condition C the figure kF(C) is 
again in MK, ~ . 
Suppose that we have constructed a pseudosolution A, for each figure-type ~- of 
_TV/K such that: (1) the domain of A~ is Mxc,~ ; (2) for anyF  in .~IK, ~ and any corner 
condition C there exist integers a, b such that, for all k ) 1, t(kF(C), A,) = 
ah @ b, Then by Theorem 2 there is a solution d such that; for any F in M r --  
{Fsing }, t(F, A) = min{2N~, t(F, A~)}, where Nr  is the number of cells in F and 
~- is the figure-type ofF. Let F be in MK and C be a corner condition, and let a, b 
be the corresponding integers in the above condition (2) for A~ (~" is the type ofF). 
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Let k o be an integer such that k o ~> max{2, (a + I b I)/(2NF)}. Then for k ~> ko, 
t(kF(C), A) = min{2N~r(c) , t(kF(C), A,)) 
= min{2k2Nv, ak + b} 
=ak  +b 
(because kF( C) ~ ME, ~ -- {Fsing}) , 
(because k >~ (a + I b ])/(2Nr)). 
Thus A has a linear firing time for Mr .  
Now we explain the behavior (the generation and the propagation of signals) of 
AT taking the figure-type of the figure shown in Fig. 6 as an example. This type 
has four components R1 , R 2 , R 3 , R 4 . Their relative positions are as shown 
there (R 1 has two components R 2 , Ra under it; R e is to the left of R 3 ; the left 
edge of R1 is at the same position as the left edge of R2 but is to the left of the 
left edge of R 3 ; and so on). The component containing (0, 0) is R 1 . 
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. i i ] J l i l 
1 1 1 1 ] ] i 1 r I r I I I I t I 
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FIo. 6. A figure in a class MK. 
The behavior of A, is roughly divided into four phases. In phase 1 the signals 
check whether or not the given figure F is in MK,,. I f F  is in MI~.,, then all the 
cells are informed of their positions (for example, "in R1, .... on the left boundary 
of R 1 ," and so on, and their combinations) and at the end of phase 1 four signals 
G~ 1) (1 ~< i <~ 4) are generated at the same time t a) at the left-down corner of R4 • 
In phase 2 each signal G~ 1) proceeds in the figure and returns to the left-down 
corner of R 4 again and changes to another signal G~ ~) at the corner. The speed 
in which G~ 1) proceeds depends on i and the part of the figure in which 
it proceeds. Hence the time tl 2) at which G~ ~) is generated epends on i. In phase 
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3 each signal G~ 2) proceeds to the left-down corner of R i and changes to another 
signal G~ ~) at the corner at time t~ 3). In phase 4 all the cells in Ri simulate the 
solution cell structure that is optimal for Ms~ep (given in Section 5). In this 
simulation Ri is regarded as a figure having (0, 0) at its left-down corner and the 
signal G(/3) is regarded as the "general" state. Then all the cells in R i will fire at 
the same time t~ 4). We design the phase 2 so that we have t[ 4) = t~ 4~ = t~ 4) ~ t] 4). 
Now we will explain phase 1. Let Ri l  , Ri2 , Ri3 , Ri4 be the right, the top, the 
left, and the bottom boundary of R~-, respectively (1 ~< i ~< 4). I f F  is in M~:..~ 
then at the end of phase 1 each cell will know in which of the 20 sets Ri, Rij it is. 
Signals are generated and propagate as follows. At first a signal generated at 
(0, 0) at time 0 proceeds to the left as far as possible. At the farthest cell the 
signal informs the cell that it is a special cell that is later used to verify that (0, 0) 
is in R 1 . (The cell (0, 0) is in R1 if and only if the special cell is in Rla .) Then the 
signal proceeds along the boundary and verifies that the boundary is a rectangle. 
At the same time cells in Rlz and R44 are informed of the facts. Next the signal 
proceeds up aiong the left boundary of F and at the same time sends auxiliary 
signals to the right from each cell on the left boundary of F. Then the signal 
proceeds down along the right boundary of F and verifies that there is one con- 
tinuous part not receiving auxiliary signals. At the same time cells in Rl l ,  R~I, 
R41 are informed of the facts. In such a way the signal continues to check all the 
conditions defining the figure-type ~ and at the same time to let all the cells in 
R~ or Rij know the facts. Auxiliary signals are also used to verify that the supposed 
Ri does not contain holes. (Note that if the signal itself searches for holes in 
zigzag the time for this check would be proportional to the area of R i .) 
We omit the details of the remainder of phase 1. I f F  is in MK. T then four signals 
G~ 1~ are generated at the left-down corner o fR  4 at the same time tin. 
We postpone the explanation of phase 2 and proceed to phase 3. Suppose that a 
signal G~ 2) is generated at time t~ 2) at the left-down corner of R 4 at the end of 
phase 2 for each i, 1 ~< i ~ 4. Let Lt,..., L 6 be the lengths shown in Fig. 6. Note: 
that these lengths are mutually independent and all the widths and the heights 
of the components can be expressed as linear forms ~ aiLi %- b of these lengths. 
In phase 3, G(z 2) proceeds to the left-down corner of R 1 along boundaries 
Raa, Rz~ and changes to another signal G[ a) at the corner at time t(18) = t(1 zl %- 
L~ %- La. Similarly G(z e), G~ ~), G~ ~) proceed to the left-down corners of R2, R~, 
R4, respectively, and change to other signals G~. a), G~ a), G~ a) at the corners at 
times t~ 3) = t~ ~) + L 6 (along R4~), t(a l = tn (~) + (L 6 --  1)(along R4~ ) %- (L~ - -Ls)  
(along a part of R42 ) + 1, t~ a) = t~ ~), respectively. 
In Section 5 we constructed a solution A that is optimal for Mstep • It is easy to 
construct another solution A'  such that (i) the firing time of A' for F in Mstev is 
2Xo + 2yo --  3 (not 2x o + 2y 0 -- 4) where Xo, Yo are the width and the height of 
F and (ii) the firing time of A' for Fsing is 1 (= 2 × 1%- 2 × 1 --  3)(note that 
Fsing was not included in Mstev). Then A' will fire at 2x o %- 2y o --  3 for any 
rectangle {(x, y)[ 0 ~ x ~< Xo -- 1, 0 ~ y ~ Yo -- 1} including the case xo = Y0 ~ 1. 
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In phase 4 each cell o fF  simulates A'. In this simulation a cell behaves as if its 
type is (a 1 , a2, aa, a,l), where a~ is 0or  1 according to whether the cell is in 
131<~<~ Ri3 or not. Moreover the signals G~ a} play the role of the "general"  
state. Then each R i will behave as if it is a rectangle figure having the cell (0, 0) 
at its left-down corner. Hence all the cells in R~ will fire at t~ ~) = t~ 3) + 2xi + 
2y~ -- :  3, where x 1 =L l ,y l  =L~,  as =L4 ,Y2  =La ,xa=Ls ,ya=La,  
x~ = L 1 , Y4 : L6 Thus if t (4) • t = t~ 4) - -  t~4! = t~ 4) then all the cells will fire 
at the same time. This condition is expressed using t[ ~, ~(~, ~(~), t~ ~) as follows: 
tl 2) + 2L1 + 2L2 + L3 + L 6 --  3 
= t~ ~) + 2L~ + 2L 4 -c LG -- 3 
=t~ ~)+L1 +2L  a +L  a+L 6 -3  
= t~ (2) + 2L~ + 2L 6 --  3. 
Now we return to phase 2. The purpose of this phase is to generate ach 
Signal G~ ~ at the left-down corner of Ra at time t~ 2i such that the above condition 
is satisfied. We explain only the idea. Suppose that each signal G~ 1) generated at 
the corner at time t a) proceeds along the path shown in Fig. 6 and returns to the 
corner again. Note that the path contains a subpath whose length isL3. orLj  --  1 
for each j, 1 ~< j ~< 6. Hence if we proPerly control the speeds of the signals G~ 1~ 
in each of these subpaths then it is possible to let G~ 1~ return to the corner and 
change to G~ e) at time t~ 2) such that the above condition is satisfied. 
Thus we have shown how to construct a pseudosolution A, having MK, ~ as 
its domain. Moreover it is possible to construct A, so that there are integers 
t ! b t t t p al .... , a6, al ,  a~, such that t(F, A,) = 2 aiLi.r + 2 ai Li,F + b, where Li,e 
(1 ~< i ~< 6) andL~,p (1 ~< i ~< 2) are the lengthsL~ andL{ shown in Fig. 6 for 
the give n F in MK.~ • Thus for any F in Mzc., and any corner condition C = 
(Q,  Q) if we set 
a = X + Z a;(Li,  - -  1 + c,), 
b=~a{(1- -c¢)@b' ,  
then for any k >~ 1 we have 
t(kF(C), AT) = ~, a~Li,~(c ) + ~ a[L},~F(C ) + b" 
= E ka,L,,F + E --  k + (k -- 1) c, + 1) + b' 
( ) = k ~ a~L~ w + ~ ai'(L~,F - - -  1 + c~) + 2 aj(1 --  c~) + b' 
= ak+b.  
Therefore A, satisfies all the requirements. 
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